The signal loss susceptibility artifact is a major limitation in gradient-echo MRI applications. Various methods, including z-shim techniques and multidimensional tailored radio frequency (RF) pulses, have been proposed to mitigate the through-plane signal loss artifact, which is dominant in axial slices above the sinus region. Unfortunately, z-shim techniques require multiple steps and multidimensional RF methods are complex, with long pulse lengths. Parallel transmission methods were recently shown to be promising for improving B 1 inhomogeneity and reducing the specific absorption rate. In this work, a novel method using time-shifted slice-select RF pulses is presented for reducing the through-plane signal loss artifact in parallel transmission applications. A simultaneous z-shim is obtained by concurrently applying unique time-shifted pulses on each transmitter. The method is shown to reduce the signal loss susceptibility artifact in gradient-echo images using a four-channel parallel transmission system at 3T. Keywords parallel transmission; susceptibility artifacts; z-shim; functional MRI; brain imaging Susceptibility artifacts are a major limitation in gradient-echo MRI, especially at long echo times (TEs) and high field. For example, functional MRI (fMRI) using blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) contrast suffers from susceptibility artifacts (1,2). This is a result of the long TE values required for the -weighted BOLD contrast and the close proximity of air/ tissue boundaries to the inferior brain areas. The fMRI data in many important brain regions such as the orbital frontal cortex remain suboptimal as a result. Therefore the development of methods for reducing signal loss artifact in gradient-echo applications is of importance.
proposed to mitigate the signal loss artifact, including z-shim methods (3) (4) (5) , thin slice averaging (6) , passive and active shim coils (7, 8) , and tailored radio frequency (RF) pulses (9) (10) (11) (12) . All techniques have advantages and disadvantages. For example, z-shim techniques are very simple to implement but require multiple gradient steps to achieve an adequate correction. The gradient steps can be performed as separate scans or in a single shot using multiecho sequences that allow for each echo to have a unique z-shim (13) (14) (15) (16) . The drawback of the z-shim approach is increased imaging time due to the extra scans or the extended data readouts. Tailored RF pulse methods can also produce a single-shot implementation; however, the pulses are impractically long and require complex design algorithms. It is ultimately desirable to have a signal loss correction method that is easy to implement and incurs no time penalty.
In this work we propose a novel method using standard slice-select RF pulses to achieve signal loss artifact reduction with parallel transmission (17, 18) . Parallel transmission has been shown to be promising for reducing transmitter B 1 inhomogeneity and managing the specific absorption rate (SAR) (19) (20) (21) . The z-shim is created by uniquely time shifting the RF pulse played out on each transmitter channel. The simultaneous summation of several z-shims results from the parallel excitation process. We demonstrate that the technique successfully reduces much of the through-plane signal loss artifact in gradient-echo images using a four-channel parallel transmission system at 3T.
THEORY
Magnetic susceptibility effects can be modeled using a susceptibility gradient term. If the susceptibility gradient is primarily in the through-plane direction, as is the case for axial slices superior to the air cavities in the brain, the image I(x,y) generated with a slice-select RF pulse at TE can be written as [1] Here is the spatially varying through-plane susceptibility gradient and p(z) is the slice profile. Phase cancellation from integrating across the slice will produce signal loss in I(x,y).
The standard z-shim method reduces the signal loss artifact by applying an additional compensation gradient along the slice-select direction. If , where T is the length of , the dephasing at (x 0 ,y 0 ) produced by the susceptibility gradient at TE will be canceled. Due to the spatial variation of , the compensation gradient has to be incremented using multiple steps such that a series of images are acquired with varying degree of z-shim. The final corrected image is a combination of all of the individual shimmed images. The gradient steps can be incremented using separate excitations or with multiple echoes. Both approaches lead to increased scan times.
A compensation gradient can also be created by time shifting the RF pulse relative to the sliceselect gradient. Following the excitation k-space formalism (22) , in the presence of a sliceselect gradient G z a shift in time Δt applied to the RF waveform B 1 (t) creates a phase term: [2] For example, Fig. 1a shows plots of a centered RF wave-form and the same pulse shifted 300 µs back in time. This pulse produces a Δz = 5-mm-thick slice with a G z = 20 mT/m slice-select gradient. The through-plane phase produced by this pulse is γG z ΔzΔt = 8 radians. Figure 1b shows the simulated slice profile and through-plane phase of the shifted pulse. Theoretically, one could duplicate the standard gradient-compensated z-shim method by applying several scans using RF pulses with a range of time shifts. However, this would incur an increase in scan time to obtain a combination of z-shims.
We propose a simultaneous z-shim method for multiple transmitter applications. Using this approach, each of j = 1,…,N transmitters applies a pulse with a unique Δt j . The summation of z-shims occurs automatically with the parallel transmission. Assuming linearity, the resultant image can be written by [3] where s j (x,y) is the transmitter sensitivity. The efficacy of the technique will in part be a function of the locations of the susceptibility artifacts, coil positions, overlap in sensitivities, and pulse superposition effects.
As a simple demonstration, a Bloch equation simulation of an oval-shaped object I(x,y) with a circular region of through-plane susceptibility gradient is shown in Fig. 2 . Four transmitters with sensitivities that varied linearly from 1 to 0, successively rotated 90°, were used. Figure  2a shows I(x,y) excited with unshifted pulses on all four transmitters. Note the signal loss artifact in the circular region. Figure 2b shows the same slice excited by four transmitters with the pulse on the top transmitter time shifted to cancel the through-plane gradient. The circular region now has recovered magnitude; however, there is reduced magnitude in the surrounding areas. This is due to the fall-off in sensitivity from the other transmitters as well from a degradation of the slice profile when shifted and unshifted pulses are superimposed. Figure 2c shows a simulated slice profile from overlapping pulses with different time shifts. Note the zeros in the profile due to phase cancellation, as well as the narrower profile. In the limit of uniform sensitivities, all pixels will have similar slice profile issues as well as increased SAR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Imaging experiments were performed on a TIM Trio 3T whole-body scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with 150 mT/m/s peak slew rate and 40 mT/m gradient amplitude. A standard 2D fast low-angle shot (FLASH) sequence for spoiled gradient-echo imaging was used for the experiments (40/1000 ms TE/TR, 70° flip angle, six 5-mm-thick slices, 1-mm slice gap, 22-cm FOV, 128 × 128 matrix size, 2:08 scan time). Parallel transmission was achieved using a custom RF transmission system separate from the 3T scanner. The system consisted of a four-transmitter Tecmag Apollo NMR console (Tecmag Inc., Houston, TX, USA) with four 300-W amplifiers and a customized four-channel transmitreceive head coil (23) . The head coil was mounted on a cylinder approximately 30 cm long and 30 cm in diameter, and consisted of four 8-cm × 17-cm loops. The Tecmag console was capable of transmitting four unique phase-and frequency-synchronized complex RF waveforms that could be programmed using the Tecmag Windows NT Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NTNMR) pulse sequence software and triggered by the Siemens scanner. The Siemens console was used to generate all gradients, acquire data, and reconstruct images using the FLASH sequence and related software. Both consoles were synchronized using the Siemens scanner's 10 MHz clock. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the pulse sequence and Fig. 4 shows pictures of the head coil and the four-transmitter Tecmag console.
The RF waveform was a Hamming-filtered sinc sampled to 256 points with a sampling time of 10 µs (Fig. 1a) . The slice-select gradient had G z = 20 mT/m, producing a 5-mm slice. The RF waveform was loaded into the Tecmag console and each channel had successive phase increments of 90° to ensure a circularly polarized excitation. The prescan routine was run using the Siemens scanner alone with an identical RF pulse played out on its single transmitter attached to one of the coils. The prescan information, including flip angle (a 70° flip angle corresponded to a coil voltage of approximately 70 V), center frequency, and slice offsets, was passed from the Siemens scanner to the Tecmag NTNMR sequence using a customized Visual Basic program. Figure 5 shows images of a standard MRI phantom from the individual transmitters and the combined excitation from all four channels. The SAR was monitored in separate experiments using the Siemens scanner running the FLASH sequence with its single RF transmitter attached to one of the coils. It was found that the SAR was always well below the safety threshold. The SAR was not expected to be worse during parallel transmission due to the low overlap of coil sensitivities.
Proof-of-concept data were obtained from five healthy human subjects who were scanned after they provided informed consent as approved by the University of Hawaii and Queens Medical Center Joint Institutional Review Board (IRB). The general protocol was to first apply a threeplane localizer to align the six gradient-echo axial slices above the sinus region. Two sets of images were then acquired with the RF on all four transmitters shifted by Δt = 0 for the first set of images and Δt = −300 µs for the second set. In this manner, the uncorrected images as well as images of the dephased regions could be seen. The knowledge that Δt = −300 µs was adequate to refocus the corrupted regions with these sequence parameters was obtained from prior experiments. The two sets of images were then visually inspected to determine which transmitters for a given slice needed RF shifts. A third set of images was then acquired with RF from each coil having uniquely determined shifts. Typically, the RF from the transmitter closest to the corrupted region was shifted by Δt = −300 µs and the others were shifted by Δt = 0. Figure 6 shows the three sets of axial images in one of the volunteers. All of the images are displayed at the same window and level. Figure 6a shows the images when Δt = 0 was applied to the RF on all four channels. These are standard gradient-echo images with several noticeable regions of signal loss artifact, such as above the sinus and auditory canals. The white arrow shows an example of the signal loss artifact above the sinus. Figure 6b shows the same set of images acquired with Δt = −300 µs for the RF on all four transmitters. Only the regions dephased by the through-plane susceptibility gradient can be seen. Figure 6c shows the same set of images acquired with RF on one or two coils (indicated by dashed ellipses) set with Δt = −300 µs and the remaining channels with Δt = 0 (coils not shown). The recovery of missing image magnitude can be clearly seen in all slices compared to Fig. 6a . The image magnitude was measured in the region of signal loss indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6a and c. The average value of the image magnitude in the region in Fig. 6c was 2 .42 greater than that in Fig. 6a . The through-plane gradient created by the susceptibility variation in this region was estimated as 0.15 mT/m using . Similar results were found in all subjects.
RESULTS

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Here we present a novel method that uses time-shifted slice-select pulses to create a simultaneous z-shim for parallel transmission applications. The method was successful at reducing much of the signal loss artifact in gradient-echo images at 3T. The method is as easy to implement as the gradient-compensated z-shim approach and does not suffer a time penalty. One could easily combine the proposed technique with multiecho z-shim methods to obtain a larger number of shims. This technique is also computationally less demanding than multidimensional RF methods for reducing signal loss artifact. This is because the intrinsic susceptibility gradients and coil sensitivities perform the in-plane spatial localization, allowing for 1D pulses.
We found that only two z-shims were needed for a proof of concept; however, optimization of the shifts, RF amplitudes, and transmitter sensitivity effects is still needed. There was a noticeable magnitude loss in some of the images, possibly the result of low sensitivity from the other transmitters and pulse superposition effects. For example, the first and second slices in Fig. 6c show reduced image magnitude surrounding the corrected region near the auditory canals. A detailed analysis of the tradeoffs in coil sensitivity coverage, pulse superposition, and SAR is currently under way. A combination of this method with multidimensional RF parallel transmission techniques for B 1 shimming is also being pursued. Diagram of the FLASH sequence with four transmitters. The four pulses were applied simultaneously using the Tecmag console. The Siemens console generated the gradients and received the data. Custom-built parallel transmission system. The system consisted of a four-channel RF transmitter/receiver coil (left) and a four-transmitter Tecmag Apollo NMR console including four RF amplifiers (right). a: Phantom images from each of the four transmitter/receiver channels alone. b: Phantom image using all four channels simultaneously. Gradient-echo images acquired in the brain of one of the human subjects. a: Slices acquired with Δt = 0 for the RF on all four transmitters. Note the signal loss artifacts in the slices (the white arrow shows an example). b: The same slices acquired with Δt = −300 µs for the RF on all four transmitters. Images of the dephased regions not seen in part a can now be seen. c: The same slices acquired with Δt = −300 µs for the RF on the transmitters indicated by the dashed ellipses. The remaining transmitters (not shown) had the RF set with no shift.
